Online Supplementary Materials

Supplementary section 1:
In the English version of our main text, we are unable to display the Chinese characters and emotional icons in the tables. Therefore, we provide the full information of Tables 1 to 3 as Alternative Tables 1 to 3 here in the Online Supplementary Materials.
In the main text, we transliterated Chinese characters into Latin alphabet via the pinyin Romanization system. Table S1 lists the Chinese characters, the pinyin Romanization, and their English translation.
Supplementary section 2: Global Handwashing Day (GHD) promotional events, videos and commercial advertisements
Official GHD event in China. The official GHD 2012 event organized by China Center for Health Promotion / Ministry of Health Press & Propaganda Office, China Children's Center, and Safeguard® (舒肤 佳 in Chinese) was titled "Safeguard: Correct Handwashing, Children Enjoy Health" (舒肤佳 正确洗手，童 享健康). Safeguard® is a brand of soap owned by Proctor & Gamble (a member of PPPHW). The event organizers used the hashtag #正确洗手 童享健康# (correct handwashing, children enjoy health) in their Weibo posts. There were 56 Weibo posts about this promotional activity in our dataset (see Online supplementary materials Table S3 ). Some of these posts contained links to their official website (http://www.babytree.com/promo/safeguard/#maphere [Accessed June 30, 2014] ) that existed when the first author conducted research in summer 2014. However, it no longer existed when we revised the manuscript on May 30, 2015.
The organizers invited the Olympic gold medalist Chen Yibing and his mother to be their guests of honor. Eight of the posts mentioned him. For example, one Weibo user wrote, "Wow, it was a pity that we did not go today. We went there yesterday. Otherwise, we would have seen Chen Yibing teaching my two daughters how to wash hands." Sponsoring handwashing promotion events did serve its sponsor's advertisement purpose. 14 Weibo posts carried the Chinese brand name of Safeguard® , since they were re-posts of the original posts generated by Safeguard® (they carried "@舒肤佳 Safeguard" at the end of the posts).
UNICEF. The UNICEF Chinese slogan for GHD 2012 was "correct handwashing, building health by hands" (正确洗手，手筑健康). They used Weibo to promote their GHD videos that featured famous Chinese movie star Chen Kun, who was the UNICEF China Ambassador then. Their Weibo posts carried links to the videos on Youku (a Chinese equivalent of YouTube, as YouTube is not available in mainland China). Two other posts commented on a Shaanxi dialect version of the handwashing song on UNICEF's Youku channel (http://v.youku.com/v_show/id_XMjE1NjM2MTgw.html [Accessed June 19, 2015] ; see Online supplementary materials Table S4 ).
Dettol® . Dettol® is the trade name of a series of hygiene products, such as liquid disinfectant, owned by a British company, Reckitt Benckiser (http://www.dettol.co.uk/) [Accessed June 30, 2014] . Dettol® also created a few videos for GHD 2012. Their slogan and hashtag was #放手触世界# (literally, "Let go and touch the world"). In our sample, we found 34 Weibo posts containing that phrase, of which 4 were original Dettol® promotional Weibo posts while the others were re-posts. Of these 30 re-posts, 28 carried the same sentence. By visiting the official Weibo page of Dettol® China (http://www.weibo.com/dettolchina) [Accessed June 30, 2014] , we found that one of the four posts has been re-posted 7973 times with 1507 comments (http://weibo.com/1974604823/z0yM8c68w) [Accessed June 30, 2014] , while the others were reposted once, thrice and ten times. That popular post carried a link to the Dettol® promotional video "Touch the World" on a Chinese video website, 56.com. The 28 exact reposts aforementioned were all reposts of that particular popular post (see Online supplementary materials Table S5 ). We hypothesized that the original post was reposted by a famous and well-connected Weibo user and therefore generated an avalanche of reposting, achieving its promotional aim. However, since our database was de-identified, we could not identify which Weibo user became the trigger of the huge reposting avalanche.
As a note, there were two more Weibo posts that did not carry the hashtag of Dettol® 's slogan, but were nonetheless generated by Dettol® with links to two other Dettol® -made handwashing promotion videos.
Other commercial advertisements. In addition to high profile sponsors of handwashing events, such as Safeguard® (P&G) and Dettol® , other companies took advantage of GHD to promote themselves. These include Soapmeet® (soap), Yoshinoya® (Japanese fast food chain), Lego® (toys) and Tide® (washing powder, Proctor & Gamble). The Tide® Weibo post contained a link to a Tide® -sponsored TV show that taught Chinese children the six steps of handwashing.
Supplementary section 3: Prevalence of handwashing behavior
A survey performed by a survey company, Horizon Key (零点指标), found that only 7% of the respondents washed hands in all seven circumstances specified in the survey (after defecation, before meals, after changing nappies, after meals, after touching pets, after touching money, and after sneezing). The survey was conducted in 5 urban centers in China (Beijing, Guangzhou, Xi'an, Zhengzhou and Hangzhou) Practice "Buddha's Palm"** diligently. Wash hands and keep healthy! "Buddha's Palm" became a synonym of the six steps of handwashing. * Literally, "Tathāgata Divine Palm". ** Literally "Tathāgata Palm". "Buddha's Palm" is a fictional martial arts move that appears in popular kungfu (martial arts) movies and wuxia (martial hero) novels. Today is the fifth Global Handwashing Day! As the ambassador of this year's handwashing day, Chen Yibing and his mother have arrived at the Chinese Children Center. Together with everyone, they kick start the thematic activity of Safeguard "Correct Handwashing, Children Enjoy Health". Chen's mum remembers that in the past she would only rest assured if she monitored Yibing's handwashing in person. Now, not only Yibing himself had developed a very good hygienic practice, he would frequently monitor the little teammates on his athletic team to wash hands correctly, just like becoming a "king of kids". A UK research project claimed that among 390 samples surveyed in 12 cities in the UK, there were germs on the hands and mobile phones of the majority of the people. More worrying is that E. coli was found on 16% of the hands and 16% of the mobile phones. Let us look at the correct handwashing method below.
